YOUR EXPERTS FOR PROFESSIONAL SECOND HAIR

YOUR GUIDE TO HAIR DONATIONS
Thank you very much for choosing to donate your hair to a good cause. Rolph AG is your official contact for
hair donations in Switzerland and a trusted partner of all cancer leagues in Switzerland.
In order for us to be able to use your hair donation for a wig production, some quality requirements or criteria must be met. The cut hairs need a minimum hair length of 30 cm, must be tied off at the cut so that it is
clearly visible where the tips and the cut ends are. The hairs must not lie in a mess so that they do not rub
against each other, become entangled or matted. Only properly stored hair can be used for preparation by our
wigmakers.
Before cutting, please tie the hair into a „horse tail“ and then braid it into a plait and cut it off above the well
tied plait base. This prevents the hair from knotting or tangling. Dyed, bleached or permed hair is not suitable
for reuse. One hair donation alone is not enough to make a wig. Several donations are necessary. There are
always short and shorter hairs in a hair donation that cannot be used.
Rolph AG collects all hair donations and puts them aside until further hair donations with a similar hair
colour, hair structure and hair length arrive. As soon as the required amount of hair for a human hair wig is
available, it is handmade for a cancer patient and given at a preferential price. Contact a hairdressing salon
you trust to get your hair cut. If your hair meets the criteria described above, you are welcome to send us your
hair donation in an envelope (B Mail or A Mail) by post. This is our address:
Rolph AG
Petergasse 20
8302 Kloten
Schweiz

THANK you very much for your voluntary hair donation, which we do not compensate financially. Every hair
donation helps, because it is used to create handcrafted human hair wigs. We know that a hair donation is
something very personal, which is why we are happy, while respecting your privacy, to give this hair to someone who knows how to appreciate it and is in need of „second hair“.
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